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President’s Report
It is with disbelief I look back and realise the first year
of my presidency of Flying NZ is drawing to an end.
Twelve months has become a very short time.
It is the volunteers that drive this organisation and
without their efforts on your behalf, nothing would happen. I cannot give enough thanks to my regional representatives, Aidan, Aaron, Rodney and Peter. Further
thank you to Lisa and Paul. Many other areas are driven
by Rob George , Richard Small, Peter Merwood, Ian
Kirkpatrick, Liz King, and Rex Kenny. When you next
see my team it would go a long way to simply say thank you for what they do
for you, and in general the recreational flying community.
I have a number of conversations in the role I fill and have noticed a change in
the general environment in New Zealand. Everyone seems to be busier with less
discretionary time. Some clubs are struggling to fill the voluntary roles within
their executives and Flying NZ itself has less volunteers lining up to fill roles. I
hope this is not the end of the era of volunteers and pilots give a little back in
recognition of the enjoyment aviation has given them. I am the first to say I do
not have a monopoly on wisdom and call regularly on the superior knowledge of
my peers. If you have time consider giving a little to your club, enthusiasm is
priceless and each interaction can be a learning experience.
I will break down some areas below for ease of reading.
Pilot Proficiency
Aidan Campbell has carried this portfolio for the year with huge advances in this
program, which is designed to encourage continuing skill development through
the active life of a pilot. This year has seen the endorsement of this program by
industry partners demonstrated by the logo’s visible on the certificates when
issued. Green level/ Waypoints aviation, Bronze level/ ASPEQ, Silver level/ Airways, and Gold level/ CAA.
The green level is a new addition this year. Eligibility is first solo and three
ASPEQ exam credits or Microlight solo and one Waypoints exam credit. For the
part 61 students that hold the Green level pilot proficiency ASPEQ will currently
provide a free of charge examination once the first five have been passed.
The Gold level now has an add on in the way of a commendation letter from the
director of CAA. And that’s not all folks, at this years conference will be the release of a higher level being platinum. The conference will also see the release
of the new pilot proficiency brochure to incorporate all these changes.
Scholarships
It is time to reflect on how lucky we are to be able to offer these scholarships to
our Young Eagles. This would simply not be possible without the financial support of our sponsors ASPEQ, Airways, CAA, Avsure, Waypoints, Service IQ , and
the Nelson Aviation College. Peter Merwood puts a huge number of hours into
refining the application process, liaising with the sponsors, organising the judging, and collating the results. I particularly find it interesting to remember the
recipient’s names and watch them pop up in the aviation world at a later date in
many diverse positions within aviation. Flying NZ is currently working on an
initiative to provide instructor scholarship/s to assist upskilling C-cat to B-cat.
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FAI
Flying NZ is the representative body for the FAI within New Zealand. The new
president of the international sport aviation body is New Zealand’s own Bob
Henderson. Our representative is Liz King. Liz has managed over her tenure to
get all the different sport aviation disciplines to start communicating with each
other in an effective and mutually beneficial manner. It was disappointing that
these bodies did not demonstrate at nationals this year. We will be encouraging them to be present in Tauranga at the nationals in 2020.
ADVOCACY
As always the Flying NZ team quietly works behind the scenes to protect and
augment the freedom recreational aviation has in New Zealand on your behalf.
Below is a snippet on the activity through this year.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flying NZ lobbied for the removal of road user charges on Mogas for
aviation use. Just when we thought we were getting somewhere the
government formed a fuel taxation working group, which effectively
shut down for the next 18 months any further progress in this area.
Flying NZ has input into the aviation medical working group through
Richard Small. Watch this space as an announcement on a new direction for PPL medical is pending.
Flying NZ lobbied and submitted on UAV restricted airspace proposals
e.g. Alexandra. This has been effective with withdrawal of requests and
modification of others.
Flying NZ submitted on behalf of Kaikoura aerodrome over potential
dangerous developments on the airfield. Also gave advice on involvement of CAA in airfield development plans.
Flying NZ submitted on the proposed fee structure by Airways over the
next three years. This did not achieve all our aims but has limited the
increase to the CPI.
Flying NZ submitted on the introduction of performance and GPS based
navigation, commonly called ADS-B. This is still a work in progress.
Flying NZ was one of the vocal parties on colour vision deficiency. The
result is a positive framework for assessment and protection of the ability to fly for these affected pilots.
Flying NZ has also been involved in consumer liaison for the clubs.

YOUNG EAGLES
There is a separate report in this document but should still be mentioned here.
This program should be within all our clubs.
There is a wide variation of what can be offered to the young people depending on club size and available members to support.
It is a supported mindset that any club can submit what they are able to provide to Flying NZ for acceptance to the program even if it does not meet the
previously indicated requirements. This will be assessed and any guidance or
assistance will be provided by Flying NZ.
All of these younger members are the future of recreational flying within your
clubs. Website enquiries for Young Eagle entry currently sits around 4-5 per
week nationally.
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COMPETITIONS
As a competitive pilot it never fails to amaze me how much more skill I have yet
to develop to be remotely competitive with some of the flying to be seen at both
regional and national level. We have a focus at present to bring back numbers
in both formation and aerobatic competition. Growth in aerobatics has to come
from within our existing aerobatic pilots and will involve encouraging your associates to attend both our regional and national competitions. Formation will
have some changes within the new rulebook including a new competition. Above
all else there are two things to remember when competing, use every competition as a learning experience and keep it fun.
The competitions are all for enjoyment. I would encourage all clubs to set targets and put in place training programs towards these competitions. I still remember a few years ago, Otematea arrived at nationals with four pilots of their
six flying members and took away with them the Wigram cup.
The selected team represented us well again in Perth at the Wings competition
with another win. The process of selection is robust with results demonstrating
this. There are two trial events currently being assessed in the Wings competition. The likely outcome is that streamer cutting will be added when competed
for in Australia and Bombing when in New Zealand. This will make five competitions meaning no count backs when the current four are tied two each.
WEBSITE
Ian Kirkpatrick has excelled himself again with the new website. However as
always Ian is short on content available to him, so sometimes looks a bit like a
Canterbury website. If you have great photos or videos from your own club activity please send them to Ian for his use, you may be famously on the national
website. The new website is currently getting 60-70 hits per day. The new enquiries form is increasing our efficiency and response times. Just recently after
years of frustration we have changed our web host and also changed the ecommerce site. Immediate improvement with none of the missing content and
fast and accurate processing. There is capacity on the website for all club newsletters, please include Flying NZ in your mailing lists so they can be put online
for everyone’s enjoyment and sharing.
AWARDS
This year in the Queens New Years honours list Liz King joined Ian Begbie with
recognition for services to aviation, what a great reflection on the volunteers
that keep our recreational industry going.
Those attending the AGM dinner will be able to see the new recipients receiving
both FAI honours and the Flying NZ awards. As always there are many unsung
heroes, please look around you and have no hesitation in putting forward those
among you that continue to keep your clubs going.
It has been an honour to represent you all over the past year. I may not get it
right all the time but do attempt to protect your interests and keep you all flying. One area we are not proud of is the communication stream we have. It
appears that in some clubs the members never see what comes out of Flying
NZ, it sits on presidents and CFI’s computers and that’s where it stays. To improve in this area Flying NZ would like to construct a total membership mail list
so any communication goes to all members. Please consider sending Flying NZ
your individual member mailing lists , it will save the presidents and CFI’s a job
trying to distribute. On a really positive note it is encouraging to see across the
board membership number increases in the stats return forms so far.
Tony Page - President
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Northern Region Report
Standing in the absence of a Northern region representative, I have been in
contact with most clubs at some stage over the year.
The issues and challenges are the same as all over the country; cost and
keeping flying activity up and growing. It is encouraging to see the Northern
Region clubs, like all around the country, continue to work hard on promoting
aviation in their local communities.
North Shore
Thanks for hosting another successful Nationals. It was a great week. I’ve
been in regular contact with David Saunders, the Club continues to forge
ahead into the future with another Young Eagles program underway and a
good number of students and member activities.
Bay of Islands
The Club is operational with a few students. John their instructor is in semiretirement.
Kaitaia
There is very little GA activity at Kaitaia however microlight activity continues. Good news is their Cessna 162 is operational and the club is in good
heart. Rob Bennie is the current president.
Mercury Bay
Bill reports an opportunity they have recognised; the need to attract and retain youth (not unfamiliar to us all) in the form of a scholarship. The membership is growing and funding isn’t a problem – with the help of FNZ a scholarship will be floated and targeted to the local high school.
Whenuapai
Ross McDonald reports the Club is in rebuilding phase and making great progress and he’s looking forward to having a strong team and a good time at
the Regionals later this year.
Auckland
I spoke with Liz Weir, she’s no longer the Club Captain, and with their AGM
soon it will become official just who the CC will be. Auckland has had a great
year. It is fantastic to now own an Archer and membership applications continue steadily each month with numbers now over 200.
Airline Flying Club
Andrew Jurgens reports he is combining social activity with flying in an effort
to maintain club involvement and flying hours. For example, a recent introduction to night flying involved a BBQ and got a good turnout. Apparently,
growth this year has been somewhat slower than last year, yet the situation
is positive. They’re looking forward to their upcoming AGM.
Otamatea
I spoke with President Tuirangi and they’re looking forward to hosting the
Regionals this year. With a lack of students at present, things are a bit quiet
but they’re working on plans as we all are. I spoke also with James Foster,
their secretary.
Rodney
Spoke to Paul Carkeek. Virtually no club activity. Business demands most of
Paul’s time, and other members are “mature”.
Several attempts to reach Hauraki but no conversation to date.
I look forward to meeting you all at the AGM in July.
Peter King - Alpine Region Representative (Northern Region custodian)
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Central Region Report
As we approach another Flying NZ conference, we complete another exciting year for
the aero clubs in the Central Region. 2018/2019 was once again a prosperous year for
our clubs, and was full of growth and achievements. At present there is a high demand
for good flight training providers. Our clubs are busier than usual and monthly hours are
above average. This coincides with the current industry wide pilot shortage meaning
staff retention is difficult. This is a challenge for clubs, however a great opportunity for
this generation of flight instructors. Overall a very active time for the business / flight
operation side of clubs.
On the competition front: this year the Central Area Regional competitions were held in
Tokoroa - one of the smaller clubs in our region, although what a weekend Tokoroa put
on for us. We were treated to fantastic hospitality and the event was very well run. We
did have to battle with the weather, but surprisingly 99% of the schedule was completed by the end of the day. From there the winners made their way to North Shore in
February. Congratulations to all of this years winners from both our region and the rest
of NZ. Also well done to our members who travelled to Australia and were successful in
bringing home the Wings trophy. The feedback I get from our pilot members who participate in Australia is always very positive.
Looking ahead to this years competition calendar, we are in the final stages of confirming Waitomo Aero Club as the host club for the central region rally. I am also looking
forward to welcoming all member clubs to the 2020 National Competitions hosted by my
home club Tauranga. What an exciting week this will be with the addition of the Australian team coming to compete for the Wings trophy.
Flying NZ continues to find ways to grow particular areas of the competition scene. The
last couple of years we have worked hard to get more people involved in both formation
flying and aerobatics, not just competitors but judges as well. I am a firm believer that
learning to fly either formation or aerobatics has a long list of benefits to a recreational
pilot. These disciplines also provide a real bonus in terms of what spectators get to see
at our competitions. The other competition that continues to grow in NZ is streamer
cutting - we are well on the way to including this in the Wings trophy against Australia.
This makes for an ideal time to increase the number of entries we have for streamer
cutting in our own national competitions. Anyone who has ideas to help grow or improve
any of our competitions should take advantage of our competition advisory group and
share your thoughts.
As the administrator for the pilot proficiency scheme I am pleased to say we had a good
number of applications over the past 12 months. Also we have introduced both a green
level for pre PPL pilots, and a Platinum level for our most experienced pilots to either
apply for or work towards. So if you don’t yet have a wings badge, contact your club!
Lastly, I would like to encourage all clubs over the country to stay in contact with news
and events happening within your own clubs. As an area representative I thoroughly
enjoy being able to publish exciting news for all our members within NZ to see. So
please always send through photos and details of flyaways, achievements, and anything
happening around your club. Networking with all aero clubs is such a good tool to stay
in touch and continue to keep the overall aero club movement strong.I look forward to
the exciting year ahead, for now enjoy those crisp clear days that winter has on offer.
Safe flying, Aidan Campbell - Central Region Representative
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Cook Strait Region Report
One of the highlights for clubs in most years are competitions. Cook Strait’s regional
competition for 2018 was hosted by Wanganui Aero Club. As expected, they were
great hosts although they managed to put on some fearsome weather for the event!
While somewhat disruptive, we saw some great airmanship for people who made
sensible decisions about what happened (or didn’t happen) on the day. Well done to
all of you!
A big thank you to the instructors who made some great safety-first calls on the day
also. A special congratulations to Wellington Aero Club who took out the regional
Wigram Cup event for the first time in living memory. Well done team!
For those of you who travelled to North Shore for the Nationals earlier this year, I
know you had a great time flying there. For many, having a shorter, narrower runway than what you are used to was a great experience also.
Well done to the New Zealand team who went to Australia and won the Wings Trophy again! A special mention to Wanganui Aero Club and Cook Strait’s Darren Luff
who competed in the aerobatic competition. Thank you to all of you who put in hard
work to get there and to compete.
We would be nothing without our clubs, their members and instructors. All of you Hawkes Bay & East Coast, Dannevirke Flying Club, Wanganui, Kapiti Districts and
Wellington – put in a lot of effort just to run your own operations but you also contribute to the wider community.
While I haven’t yet been able to visit everyone this year (weather, weather, weather!), I’m encouraged by what I do see. Of those I have visited, Wellington continues
to grow its operation in our capital and is doing well. Kapiti has an impressive fleet
of what are probably the best C152’s in the country and a fantastic facility. Wanganui always seems to find success promoting and increasing their hours with overseas and local students – mainly due to very enthusiastic instructors and members
who go out of their way to be helpful.
Congratulations to Dannevirke Flying Club – you always seem to have exciting activities on the go. As I write this, I know Wellington members are looking forward to
your dawn raid. Hawkes Bay & East Coast always seem to have someone soloing,
achieving a PPL or winning a competition! Where ever you are based, please keep
promoting yourselves – it’s motivational and an encouragement to others.
After this Conference, the next big event is the Regionals. The Wellington Aero Club
is busy organising their part of this – hoping to equal the work done by Hawkes
Bay, Wanganui and Kapiti in recent years. The competitions are being held at Masterton in late October. It’s a fantastic facility and being a central location, it should
be easy for everyone to attend. I hope to see all clubs there!
Do you know about Flying New Zealand’s Pilot Proficiency scheme? It’s a great way
to recognise ongoing skill development and pilot achievements! It can also encourage more hours and adventures for pilots.
I’ve just recently received my Gold award, but there are awards available for students (Green – first solo and three PPL or one AMC exam) through to Gold for more
experienced pilots who want to keep developing. Green also comes with a free exam sitting, so it is well worth while! Encourage your students to take this one up!
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The Flying NZ website (https://flyingnz.co.nz) has more information for you or
you can contact me via email (details are on the Flying NZ website).
A question I get asked from time to time is what Flying NZ does for its clubs.
Here are some highlights from the past year:

•
•

Organised and run 5 regional and 1 national flying event.

•

Contributed to inflight hearing and colour vision deficiency assessment
changes with CAA.
Helped to hold Airways fees for GA to the roughly the rate of inflation.

Organised participation in the International Wings Trophy competition
(we won!).

•
•

We continue to feedback to CAA and Airways on the cost of ADSB
changes.
Helped to resolve concerns with drone airspace issues in Alexandra and
Hokianga and a runway infringement issue at one aerodrome. These
would have impacted many of us.
Renewed our Part 149 (microlight) operations certificate with CAA (do
you run microlights in your club? Awesome! Talk with the executive
about using the Flying NZ 149 certificate!).
Expanded Pilot Proficiency to include Green award for student pilots.

•
•
•

If there’s anything more you would like to know, do contact me. I’m happy to
help in any way I can!
Rodney Maas - Cook Strait Region Representative

HAS YOUR CLUB……
•

Issued new membership cards for 2019?

•

Updated your details on your club page?

Each affiliated member is entitled to a new membership card
each year.
The cards are produced for your club, free of charge. See
Members > membership cards on the Flying NZ web site.
on the FNZ web site. Check your club’s details now.

Do it now! Visit https://flyingnz.co.nz

Do you have your
Flying NZ Pilot Proficiency Award yet?
Every affiliated Flying NZ member (First solo and above) is entitled to a
Pilot Proficiency award which reflects the level of skill and
experience achieved.
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Alpine Region Report
The region is generally in great shape. All clubs report, levels, of success
with student numbers, hours flown, and attendance at events (both social
and flying).
Motueka
This club has continued a fantastic job to raise club numbers and improve
finances. Flying club member numbers have lifted from 38 to currently
over 90. Club house refurbishments are complete and looking great. Every
Sunday of the month is a Club Day and while flying may, or may not happen, there’s always a good turnout. Well done! Their Young Eagles program has been less active recently but is operational. Jason Deer resigned
as president on 31 May. A new President will be elected at the AGM.
Nelson
President Richard Eberling reports the Club is going well. It’s been a steady
year in student numbers and flying hours. He’s happy with the situation at
Nelson Aero Club. Competition flying has been under pressure at Nelson
Airport due to operational issues. They have on occasion combined their
competitions with Motueka’s club days. Motueka are very happy for this
and the arrangement is encouraged.
Marlborough
From a few conversations with Raylene it’s clear that Marlborough Aero
Club remains strong in both aviation and social activity. Raylene’s enthusiasm and initiatives, born of her leadership, are great for the Club.
Marlborough is blessed with its central location and the activities that take
place at Omaka. Classic Wings, their own STOL competitions and the
Queens Birthday weekend New Zealand Air Women’s Association fly-in.
President Alistair Matthews is standing down this year.
Kaikoura
The last year has seen a growth in flying and hangarage on the airfield
with four private and five club aircraft now housed. Student numbers have
been good. Barbara’s doing a great job with the YE’s. Finances and activity
focus are on Part 135 activity over the summer months. Catherine reports
that Council approval has been received for the Alpine Rally.
Canterbury
Under the leadership of Jeremy Ford (CEO) the club is operating well. Jeremy has great leadership. He is involved in the Club at all levels and interacts well with staff, Executive, members and volunteers. He was instrumental in building the Club’s 90th anniversary dinner into an event that
raised $10,000 for CAC’s YE program.
Flying hours are above targets. Weather has been good and the staff fantastic. Re-investment into fleet is continuing. Warrior EBS received a full
refurbishment ($100K) to the delight of the flying membership.
Retaining new PPL’s to extend their flying is always a challenge. A seminar
is planned for end of June to impart information to new and near new PPL’s
about what’s available with the privilege. Young Eagles has a new spur of
enthusiasm and restructure with a new leader, Darryl Washington with Rob
George in support. Well done, gentlemen.
Mid Canterbury
Another good year for Mid Canterbury, topped off with great competition
success including winning the Wigram Cup at both at the Regionals and
Nationals. WELL DONE, Mid -Canterbury; a small but perfectly formed and
focused team! Flying hours and student numbers are up. They have three
instructors, but their B-Cat recently was appointed to Air NZ, so they now
have a vacancy. The ancient hangar has been demolished and the new
build is underway. Aircraft – a Cherokee is under refurbishment and should
be back online soon.
Peter King - Alpine Region Representative
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Lakes Region Report
The lakes region and it clubs due to size, weather, and topography continues to be one of the hardest regions to unite and encourage interclub interactions.
The lakes region struggles with encouraging FNZ competition flying. I believe we each face the same hurdles and challenges financially and socially
with a changing society. The majority of us operate aging aircraft fleets,
and the lack of instructors to encourage and teach students is a massive
obstacle.

I also do apologise as due to my club’s own hurdles and obligations to my
own club as the CFI, I have struggled in the past year to get out around
the region’s clubs. Although we had a massive win with Alexandra’s drone
threat.
South Canterbury Aero club again hosted the Lakes regionals due to a lack
of interest in hosting by other clubs, SCAC have now held steady after
rapid growth over the previous couple years. Hosting nationals did take a
lot of effort from the club in 2018 and drew a lot of energy from some for
the
clubs
active
members,
staff,
and
committee
members.
The club is currently looking at fleet future, replacement or refurbishment
to carry them forward into what looks like a bright and sustainable future.

Southland Aero club have formed an active committee and appear motivated to grow again. They recognise their aging and dwindling membership is a major hurdle, but have a small proactive and motivated committee looking forward to the exciting time ahead, growing again, and focusing on its club activities and recreational flying. We look forward to seeing
them grow and become more active as a club within the Flying NZ family.
Central Otago Aero Club has been hard at work this year with massive
expansion on their aerodrome encouraged by the council, with more hangars and hangar houses. They have also been involved, along with backing
from myself and Tony Page representing Flying New Zealand, in a battle
with a very financial commercial drone operator wanting to slice himself
out a large chunk of airspace as his own playpen. And at this stage the
operator seems to have withdrawn his application and lost interest.
Central Otago have also agreed to host the 2019 regionals and we thank
them very much.
South Otago has an active committee and continues to train in the weekends with a B-cat in the club’s 172. They have also offered a series of
scholarships this year to encourage new and younger members in to the
club and sport.
Both Otago and Gore are strong social clubs with reasonable flying activity. Otago hold regular flyaways for their members and both have a good
selection of microlight and GA students keeping them in a happy financial
position.
North Otago continues to operate a weekend operation, this year a small
international flight school supported by the local council has started operations on the airfield which bring benefits and challenges to the club. They
now share the club’s instructor with the school, who has upgraded the
instructor to a B-cat for the club and themselves. Although the increased
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activity has now brought council attention to the leases and rates for the
aerodrome. The increased activity has brought with it its own risks with
second language student pilots now dominating the uncontrolled aerodrome and surrounding airspace.
Wakatipu has had some luck finally after losing their clubrooms in 2015
due to the airport company ending the club’s lease, they have been awarded a small financial payout by the new airport directors and given permission to operate from the aerodrome.
The club continues to hold regular committee meetings and has access to
a couple of instructors and aircraft. Since the disappearance of the full
time club operations, local operators have been frustrated by the lack of
job candidates with suitable mountain flying experience as this was Wakatipu’s bread and butter.
Omarama is a self sufficient club that stick to themselves. It is a FNZ family member and has recently sold their 172 but continues as a club.
Aaron Pearce - Lakes Area Representative.

Pilot Proficiency Badges
and Logbook Stickers
Last year saw the Flying NZ Pilot Proficiency scheme enhanced
with a Green badge for first solo and the introduction of Log
Book stickers. This conference we will launch an advanced Platinum badge.
Please encourage all your club members to participate in this
scheme
recognition
of their skill
A which
copypromotes
of the the
audited
accounts
will level,
be while
promoting
safe enjoyable
provided
to all flying.
attendees of the AGM,

changes
will PPL
be explained.
Green where
Badge - any
Awarded
once three
Exams or one Part 149
Microlight Exam is passed and First Solo achieved.
A copy will also be emailed to all mem-

Blue Badge
- Awarded if you hold a PPL a RPL or an Advanced
ber clubs.
Microlight Certificate.
Red Badge - As above, with a total of 80 hours and three Proficiency options.
Bronze Badge - As above, with a total of 110 hours and five
Proficiency options.
Silver Badge As above, with a total of 200 hrs and eight Proficiency options for a .
As above, with a total of 350 hrs (200 PIC) and twelve Proficiency options for a gold badge.
For details: https://flyingnz.co.nz
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Annual Accounts

for the year ending 31 March 2018

IMPORTANT NOTICE
The attached accounts are
pre-audit and in draft form
only.
Because of the changed accounting
standards for Incorporated Societies
adopted in 2016, it has not been possible to have the 2017 audit completed
prior to the date that this Annual Report
needs to go to the printer.
The audit will be completed by June
30th.
A copy of the audited accounts will be
provided to all attendees of the AGM,
where any changes will be explained.
A copy will also be emailed to all member clubs.
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RNZAC Instructor Council Report
I would like to start by thanking the current Instructor Council members of
2018/2019 and acknowledging the previous Chairman Daryl Gillett on his work.
Like previous years the Instructor Council is comprised of those working full time
in flight training, so the additional workload of these volunteer positions can sometimes be a strain to fit into otherwise busy schedules. To that I would like to thank
Aaron Pearce (SCAC), Andrew Sims (WAC), Cassandra Jeffries (HBECAC), Daryl
Gillet (NSAC), and Richard Collett (CAC) for their contributions this past year.

The past 12 months have seen a lot of flight instructors move on through other
aviation career pathways such as the airlines, and part 135 GA. The rate at which
these instructors have moved on has left some strain in availability on clubs
around the country both big and small to provide enough ‘human resources’, in
particular the B category instructors and instructors with terrain and mountain
flying instructing privileges. For this reason one of the goals for the instructor
council is to provide a ‘scholarship’ towards a B category instructor flight test, or
upskilling an existing club instructor who has the experience to be able to provide
Terrain and weather awareness training and/or basic mountain flying training.
This is where we need the club members’ and committees’ support, your instructors may only be around your club a few years, some we are lucky to have around
longer, but they contribute so much to both the clubs and to you through their
actions. It does not matter if an instructor is there for one or five years they deserve to be rewarded for the time and effort they put in to their students and to
recognise the time and financial commitment they made to becoming instructors.
We have a strong group of experienced instructors around the country side, it just
needs a push to show you can make a living out of it, and without the support of
their clubs this cannot be achieved.
This past year has in turn been a slower year, with projects finishing and more on
going work in a few other areas. There has been an increased look into mentoring,
in particular with the smaller aero clubs, and opening communication lines between clubs to see where each club can help each other. We are building on the
previous years’ work but again with the current instructor turn around the mentoring list is an ongoing process.
Over the 2018/2019 competition season, work began on increasing the number of
judges in certain events. Formation flying is one of the key competitions being
looked at, initially with the further development of the formation flying training,
and increasing the number of formation flying judges. Aerobatics is also continuing to be pushed, both with judging and increasing the number of competitors.
Over the next 12 months there will be continual work to promote these competitions including instructor workshops on judging and training in aerobatics, streamer cutting, and formation flying.
There has been further development in the microlight training under the Flying NZ
part 149 certificate. This is continuing work on the previous year and while we are
still in the fostering stage, we need to encourage more clubs to take this on board.
The development goals for this is to bridge an observed gap in instructional standards between GA flight instruction and microlight flight instruction. In doing this
we are not only training to increase a pilot’s stick and rudder skills but also to develop their situational awareness, decision making and airmanship. GA or microlight, the standard should be the same and a well-rounded student who becomes a
thinking pilot is evidence of good instruction.
Safe Flying - Arran Jeffery - Instructor Council Chairman
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Fédération Aéronautique International
“FAI – the global organisation for the promotion of air sports and
recreational flying”
Flying NZ is the National Airsport Control for New Zealand, having joined FAI in
1930, and as such we are responsible for looking after the interests of a number of
disciplines. New Zealanders compete on the world stage in many air sport events;
Model Flying NZ members being the most prominent followed closely by Gliding NZ
and NZ Parachute Federation members, with members of the NZ Hang Gliding &
Paragliding Assoc building their international participation with great success.
AWARDS:
FAI has several award categories across all the affiliated air sports. Some are dedicated to a particular discipline and some are general across all disciplines. Promotion of these awards has been high.
The Paul Tissandier Diploma is awarded to “those who have served the cause of
Aviation in general and Sporting Aviation in particular, by their work, initiative,
devotion or in other ways”. New Zealand, as of right, is able to nominate two people each year. In 2018 we were successful with, Steve Care from Gliding NZ and
Liz King from Flying NZ.

FAI Air Sport Medal, “This medal was established by the FAI Council for the
100th anniversary of Lilienthal's first flights. It may be awarded, at any time, to
individuals or groups for outstanding services in connection with air sport activities
like work in FAI commissions, organising World and Continental Championships,
training and educating new pilots, or for promoting aviation in general, especially
with regard to young people”. At the 2018 Flying NZ AGM/Conference Presentation
Dinner, three medals where presented. Doug Yarrell from Masterton via RAANZ,
Jim Fraser – Auckland Aero Club, Paul Drake – Canterbury Aero Club. And at a surprise presentation at the Kaitaia Aero Club Jim Summerfield a long time stalwart of
aviation in the Far North.
AFFILIATED AIR SPORTS:
Precision & Rally Flying – Dee Bond became the President in 2018 and continues
to represent New Zealand very successfully on the international stage in some
amazing events.
Regular “training” weekends were held, albeit at the whim of the weather. A small
very dedicated group continue to keep this organisation alive.
Parachuting NZ - In October, NZ sent two Formation Skydiving teams to the FAI
World Championships in Gold Coast. One of the teams (Brent Findlay, Attila Csizmadia, Laszlo Csizmadia and Richard Munro) broke the NZ record for the most
points in a 4-way round, with an impressive 21 points in time. In March we sent a
4-way team to the Aussie/NZ combined National Skydiving Competition in Moruya,
Australia and they won a NZ gold medal. The team was Dave Davis, Rachel Seddon, Sam Munn and Brent Findlay. Brent Findlay also won an Aussie gold medal at
this event in 8-way Formation Skydiving. Shayni Couch represented New Zealand
at the 200-Way Vertical World Record Attempt at Skydive Chicago in August last
year. Wendy Smith had the incredible opportunity to skydive over the pyramids in
Egypt in February.
Model Flying NZ - Model Aeroplane flying had a busy year. We sent a large team
of 20 to the Control line World Championships in France. There were really 3 separate competitions with some flyers covering more than one discipline. Although we
didn't get onto the podium, we competed very well and finished high up the leader
boards ahead of many countries where they have a much large pool and a more
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intense national league. We also sent Gwyn Avnell to be chair of the judging
panel for the World Scale model aircraft championships in Switzerland. On
the home front, membership numbers are staying constant. We face challenges from increasing costs of insurance and a political focus on the use of
consumer drones. The hobby remains one of the most accessible forms of
aerosport and an ideal introduction to all types of aviation pursuits.
Gliding NZ – The big notable was a World speed record achieved out of
Omarama last year. Keith Essex, who spends most of the NZ summer in
Omarama, did a 500 km out and return course at an average speed of
255.13 km/h. This was of course in mountain wave lift. Keith started at
around 13,000 ft in the Waikaia Valley (SE of Queenstown), shot north to
pass Mt Cook at around 18,000 ft to his declared turnpoint at the top of the
Tasman glacier, then back south to finish at the start point, 1 hour 58
minutes later. The difference in altitude between the start and the finish was
only about 600 ft (the FAI rules allow a height difference of 1,000 m.)
Keith’s World record adds one more to the quite large bag of World Records
set in NZ’s mountain wave over many years.
NZ Hang Gliding & Paragliding – this group continue to grow in membership numbers and to build their international experience. This has been particularly noticeable over a three to four year period and will culminate in
some major achivements on the world stage in the 2019/2020 year. Definitely a case of “watch this space”.
Additionally Flying NZ is responsible for issuing Sporting Licences. In
Aero Modelling

18

Gliding

05

Aeroplane

03

Hang Gliding & Paragliding

116

Ballooning

0

Parachuting

11

the past year the following licences were issued:
In the main it can safely be said that New Zealand is definitely “punching
above its weight” on the world stage across many air sport disciplines. A
cliché I know but none the less very true.
Regrettably due blustery weather on the Saturday of the North Shore Nationals in February 2019, we were unable to get neither the planned parachute
drop done nor the planned hang gliding demonstration. A shame but the
weather is the weather and not a lot can be done. We will continue to grow
this demonstration day at the FNZ Nationals as it has proved popular at the
previous three nationals.
The biggest news to hit the New Zealand FAI scene in 2018/19 was the election of Bob Henderson to the position of FAI President. This is a world first on
two fronts – the first President outside of Europe and the first New Zealand
President. Bob had intended to retire from the FAI Board in 2018 and happily
went off to the Annual Conference in October blissfully thinking this would be
the case. It soon became apparent this was not going to be the case and that
many countries approached him to please take on the President role is a
huge testament to the respect and esteem that Bob is held in, on the world
stage. Bob came to FAI via his involvement with Gliding NZ and has been
involved for many years, first on the FAI Gliding Commission followed by the
Board and now President. His background in aviation encompasses not only
gliding but service in the RNZAF and Air NZ, along with being a member of
various aviation advisory groups within New Zealand.
Thank you - Liz King - FAI Vice President New Zealand
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Bob Henderson - FAI President

2018 FAI Air Sports Medal presentation
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Aviation Community Advisory Group
The role of ACAG (Aviation Community Advisory Group) is to be a representative industry body to provide advice to the CAA, and to receive regular feedback
from CAA and the aviation community on rules, policy and other matters affecting aviation safety and/or the aviation operating environment.
ACAG was initiated in 2005.
ACAG’s functions include;
•
Provide advice as to issue priorities

•
•
•

Provide a technical and sector perspective to the Issue Assessment Process.
Provide advice on implementation of non-regulatory interventions.
Provide advice on regulatory interventions.

ACAG is made up of 12 people. They come from Air New Zealand, Airways,
Model Aircraft NZ, Flying New Zealand, AOPA, ALPA, as well as Engineering and
Helicopter backgrounds. FNZ has a permanent seat on ACAG. What we do is
provide an industry view point/perspective on rules changes and the order in
which rules and changes are prioritised.
Sounds simple but in practice it is more complicated than you would think.
CAA’s operational budget enables it to make about six rule changes through the
full process each year. The number of rules or changes in the queue is always
many times this. The first priority is always aviation safety, after that rule
changes are prioritised into where they will provide the greatest value to the
aviation community as a whole. This is why some things that are eagerly awaited in our sector, such as changes to the PPL medical standards seem to take
longer than seems reasonable. This is because the resource is being used on
changes that impact a wider audience, such as New Southern Skies. The work
load for ACAG members involves a lot of reading and analysis, all members of
ACAG contribute professionally, and as each of us have different backgrounds
and specialisations, we will each a have a different level of knowledge or understating of a particular rule. Personally, I have received 73 ACAG emails (a lot
are copy all as we discuss and share ideas) in the last 21 days.
Current issues include subjects as diverse as; NSS Remote Towers, Balloon Pilot
Licences and Ratings, Inconsistent use of Met data across different rules, Use of
Portable Electronic Devices, Requirement for resitting Aviation law after five
years of not flying, Helicopter External Loads, Human Factors training for Engineers, Air Traffic Controller training and ratings, changes to medical standards
and the use of Electronic Logbooks, and that’s not all that are on the go at present.
We will also be providing comment on the proposed exposure draft of the Civil
Aviation Bill before it is introduced to Parliament.
ACAG is one of those activities that happens in the background. It’s not something that generates fast outcomes or publicity but it is an activity that along
with the advocacy undertaken by Flying New Zealand, enables us to be able to
enjoy general aviation in a sensibly regulated environment.
Rob George - Flying NZ ACAG Member.
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Wings Trophy Report
The 2019 Australian/NZ Wings competition was hosted by the Western Australian
Aero Club located in Perth Australia.
The Sunday night the Aussies put on a welcome BBQ at the Club Rooms at Jandakot Airport where we caught up with old friends and collected our goodie bags.
Monday night we walked down to the wharf and boarded a steam boat for cruise
around the Swan river and it was a really lovely meal and as always very, very
hilarious. Tuesday we moved down to Rockingham for some practice for the competitions which were based out of Serpentine Airfield. Wednesday morning involved some more practice and Darren Luff’s first ever flight and only practice in
the Decathlon before his competition in the afternoon.
This year’s Wings Competition also saw the introduction of trialling Bombing and
Streamer Cutting into the mix. The Australians put the bombing target just beside
the windsock right outside of the clubhouse which gave everyone a great look at
the competition and had lots of “I would love to try that” comments.
Big THANK YOU’s to Andrew Eldridge, Marj Gillespie and their team for putting on
such a great relaxing and spectator friendly competition and all-round awesome
trip! Hope to see you all in Tauranga.
Results
Formation – First Place
Andrew Butler
Graeme Randle
Grant Hopewell
Aerobatics – Second Place
Darren Luff
Forced Landing without Power – First Place
David Campbell
Spot Landing – Second Place
Daniel Campbell
Bombing – First Place
Graeme Campbell
Streamer Cutting – First Place
David Campbell
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FLYING NZ NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS - NORTH SHORE
13 - 16 February 2019
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Young Eagles Report
Young Eagles is the largest and faster growing FNZ Portfolio
with 23 Programs running around the country and an average of 10 new enquiries a week. Unfortunately, 2018 saw
the retirement of David Saunders the FNZ Young Eagles CoOrdinator without an official replacement as yet. We have
introduced two new roles of North Island and South Island
contacts to interact with the Aero Club’s Young Eagles Coordinators on a more regular basis.
North Island – Liz Weir (Auckland)
South Island – Celine Bennison (South Canterbury)
Careers Conference
January 2019 saw the third FNZ Young Eagles Career Conference based out of Ardmore
Airfield. A big thank you to the Warbirds Association who let us bunk down in their
hangar for two nights and also look around all their hangars. This year we had 20 Young
Eagles attend from Invercargill through to Auckland and I spent my Christmas break
bringing our forms and manuals in line with the Ministry of Education so that we could
allow younger participants attend without a direct parent/guardian supervisor attending.
Big THANK YOU’s go out to the following who came and spoke to the Young Eagles over
the weekend:
Royal NZ Airforce – Paul Hunter, Jetconnect – Daniel Dihen, Southern Wings and Auckland Floatplanes - Mike Lee, MPI - Tash McConnell, Cathay Pacific - Julien Remfry,
Mount Cook - Andrew Underwood, Ardmore Unicom, Coastguard and the team from
Auckland Fire Rescue.
Thanks also to John McWilliams from Airline Flying Club who helped supervise the Young
Eagles, Mark and Ruth Woodhouse who donated pens, pads and other goodies, Michael
Norton from Kiwiflyer who donated magazines and also an annual subscription to all
who attended and to Arran Jeffery of Southern Wings who helped organise the whole
conference.
The next conference will be held in 2020 with details to come.
Nationals
February 2019 the Nationals Young Eagles program was held at North Shore with the
help of Liz Weir and Andrew Lindsay from the Auckland Aero Club. Liz did an amazing
job keeping the Young Eagles busy with a great balance of classroom activities and outand-about activities. She organised a scavenger hunt so that the Young Eagles had to
mingle around the Flying NZ members and committee and get to know them.
A huge thank you goes out to Brent Hempel, Dave Wilkinson, Liam Sutherland, Christoph Berthoud and Stan for organising and hosting the Young Eagles around their Hangars and aircraft and the scenic helicopter ride which Brent donated!
Scholarships
2019 saw the introduction of a new $3000 + PPL textbook kit donated by Waypoints
Aviation NZ.
Congratulations to the 2019/2020 winners:
Ross Macpherson – Sponsored by ASPEQ, Airways NZ and CAA
Heidi Vogel – South Canterbury
Lucy Laby – South Canterbury
Joseph Allen-Perkins – South Canterbury
Gemma Douglas – North Shore
Ben Alexander – Marlborough
Kirk Samuel Dakers Memorial – Sponsored by Nelson Aviation College
Sam Inskeep – Tauranga
Service IQ – Sponsored by Service IQ
Tia Warwick – Canterbury
Waypoints Aviation – Sponsored by Waypoints Aviation NZ
Holly Lyttle – South Canterbury
2019/2020
2019/2020 will be bringing a new Young Eagles Co-Ordinator, new simpler structure to
the Young Eagles program, more communication between Flying NZ and Young Eagles
Club Co-Ordinators. It will also bring the preparation for the Nationals Program at Tauranga and the 2020 Careers Conference.
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Nationals Photographs - courtesy Chris Opperman

After an early start, formation judging was underway
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